
HODGKIN CLASS
 A TASTE OF THE ORIENT

Adding media (like sand or chalk) to
paint will create a different texture.
Using different objects (like sponges or
scrunched paper) will create a different
effect.
Lithography is an ancient form of
printing on flat rock or sheet metal.
Hokusai is an artist who uses printing in
their artwork. Others include, Van Gogh,
Manet, Monet and Renoir.
Mixing primary colours and secondary
colours make tertiary colours and these
create different hues, moods, and tones.
Adding white and black can change
tones of colours.

Art

It is important to have a balanced diet; following the
Eatwell Guide will support this.
It is important to wash your hands before you cook or
eat, and that you wash hands and equipment after
handling raw food. Also it is important that food is
cooked to the required temperature.
Food is reared from animals on farms, for example pigs
are reared for pork.
Food is grown on farms, for example wheat which is
grown for cereal.
Food can be imported or exported across the world.

DT
A settlement is a place where someone lives.
Land is used for residential, agricultural, recreational,
transportation and commercial reasons. 
A trade link is a process of buying and selling products
across countries.
The EU buy products from China, and it can be cheaper
for individual countries when they come together as
the EU and buy together. 

Geography

A program is a set of instructions.
An algorithm provides a solution
to a problem on a computer.
We shouldn’t share our personal
details online.
Scratch is an online coding
website that we can use
individually or with others.
We shouldn’t chat to people we
don’t know online.
Our online presence is monitored. 

Computing

Materials are used for particular
jobs based on their properties,
such as glass is used for
windows because it is hard and
transparent.
Soluble materials include sugar
and salt and insoluble
materials include sand and
wax.
You can recover substances
from solutions using sieving,
filtering and evaporating.
There are some changes that
are irreversible such as burning
wood and baking a cake.

Science

Some of the 10 commandments are:
do not steal, always tell the truth and
do not take the life of another.
Christians worship by going to
church.
Their sacred book is the Bible and
they follow the 10 commandments. 
Diwali is a festival in Hinduism which
is similar to other celebrations such
as Christmas, Easter, Harvest and
Bonfire Night.
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Most Chinese and Japanese music uses a pentatonic scale. A pentatonic scale only uses 5 notes in a octave. 
There are a variety of different music genres such as classic, pop, alternative, blues, rock, rap, disco, and
reggae.
Religious music can give people a chance to express their feelings and promote religious values. 
Music can also be an important part of culture such as at gatherings or festivals.

Music

Shang Dynasty was after Xia Dynasty and before Zhou Dynasty.
It was in the Bronze Age.
We know about the Shang Dynasty because of artefacts that have been found.
The Shang began when Cheng Tang took over the Xia Dynasty.
Life was better under the control of the Shang Dynasty.
Shang people believed that their spirit would go to the afterlife. They had lots of gods
and wrote on oracle bones. 
Fu Hao was a military general, high priestess and King Wu Ding’s wife.
The Shang Era ended in 1046BCE when King Wu of Zhou Dynasty overthrew Tang. 
The Shang created a clear hierarchy system, produced bronze tools and weapons and
the earliest known writing system.
Main cities in the Shang Dynasty included Zhengzhou and Anyang.

History


